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In the years to come a bank’s advantage over its rivals will
depend on its ability to instantly adjust the range of electronic servi-
ces to the changing needs and expectations of the bank’s custo-
mers.The electronic banking systems should allow the financial
institution to quickly respond to the changing conditions in which
banks operate. This is vital for such a demanding market segment
as corporate customers. Not only must such systems ensure top
quality of the services provided, but also meet world standards
for electronic transactions. This being said, one could conclude that
time has come to use advanced information tools based on most
modern technologies and electronic banking standards.
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Grown out of a merger between the
leading banks of Sweden, Finland,
Norway and Denmark, Nordea Group
is the largest financial institution in the
Scandinavian countries with assets worth
253b EUR. It is present in 22 countries
including Poland and has a total of 9 mil-
lion retail customers and 700 thousand
corporate customers.

In 1999 the banking group Nordea
acquired a strategic stake in the Bank
Własności Pracowniczej S.A. of Gdynia.
Nordea in Poland is a bank, an insurance
company and a leasing company with
a total of 390 thousand customers.

Nordea was the first bank in Poland
to be awarded the International ISO 9002
Quality Certificate. According to the bank’s
new strategy, by the year 2007 Nordea will
rank among the top retail banks operating
on the Polish market and will become the
largest bank in the Pomorze region.

The results of this new strategy of Nordea
Bank Poland are already noticeable on the
market. In October 2002 Nordea conclu-
ded a deal acquiring a 99,5% stake in LG
Petro Bank S.A. At that moment began the
merger process of LG Petro Bank and
Nordea Bank Poland. As a result of this
merger Nordea will become the 15th lar-
gest bank in Poland. Thanks to a combi-
ned network of branch banks Nordea Bank
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Poland will be able to serve customers
in the whole country.

Nordea Bank is developing intensively
the range of its financial services and pro-
ducts for both corporate and retail custo-
mers, using advanced IT technologies.

CCCCChallengehallengehallengehallengehallenge
According to its strategy, Nordea Bank

Poland is building up its branch bank
network in Poland consistently and de-
veloping the electronic channels of ban-
king service distribution, aiming at a leading
position in the electronic banking.

A basic requirement for a company
which implements electronic banking sys-
tems for corporate customers is to design
a top standard product, to improve the
system service on the bank’s side and
to fully integrate the suggested solution
with the bank’s IT systems.

TeleKonto Plus, a solution designed
by Suntech which has been used in the
recent years by the Bank Komunalny
of Gdynia, was hailed as the best of all
the systems.

„The system provided by Suntech turned
out to be an advanced solution techno-
logically having a rich functionality. Another
thing which is vital to us is that Suntech
ensures continuous development of the
system to meet the growing requirements
on the bank’s and customer side”, says
Sebastian Życzkowski of Nordea Bank,SOLO Corporate –  main screen



in charge of the system implementation.
“An experienced team of designers and
implementation specialists of Suntech are
able to respond immediately to the emer-
ging needs, which makes the system im-
plemented by Suntech a flexible solution
which has no match on the Polish market.
The top-level service and information
support provided by Suntech ensure that
the electronic system, when implemen-
ted, will keep satisfying our high quality
and functional requirements.”

SSSSSuntech’s solutionuntech’s solutionuntech’s solutionuntech’s solutionuntech’s solution
Suntech is a system provider speciali-

zing in the development of electronic ban-
king systems and management systems for
telecommunications operators. In its pro-
ducts the company uses object-oriented
information modeling technology worked
out in cooperation with the Institute
of Telecommunications of the Warsaw
University of Technology, which allows
to carry out projects quickly and efficiently.

Implemented at over forty banks and
brokerage houses, the electronic banking
systems by Suntech are among the most
widely used on the Polish market.

„The fact that Nordea Bank Poland has
chosen Suntech as an application provi-
der resulted from our previous smooth
cooperation with the Bank Komunalny.
It is not to be neglected that the experts
of Nordea Bank Poland think highly
of the Suntech’s solution”, pursues Wojciech
Franczak, vice-president of Suntech in charge
of Nordea project.

The electronic banking system for cor-
porate customers that has been implemen-
ted at Nordea Bank Polska is called
Corporate SOLO. The system operates
in two language versions: the Polish and
the English one. It allows to carry out all
banking operations including direct debit
and social security transfers. Thanks to the
use of advanced encrypting techniques
and security procedures it ensures a high
level of operations’ security.

The system implementation went smoothly
thanks to the experience of the Nordea
Bank Poland staff that has employed the
system since 1998. Within the framework
of the implementation, Corporate SOLO
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was adjusted to the bank’s requirements
and integrated with the bank’s systems.
It communicates with the bank’s system
GLOBUS via BEA Systems’ middleware.

„The need to fully adjust the system
to Nordea Bank Poland’s needs was
an ambitious challenge for Suntech.
It was the system’s flexibility and the
involvement of the two parties that ena-
bled us to meet this challenge. The flexi-
bility of our system is a feature that not
only allows us to meet the growing needs
of our customers halfway; it also requires
us to act immediately”, says Wojciech
Franczak about the project.

 The system implemented at the bank
is a central solution which serves all
customers of corporate electronic ban-
king at one place. For this very reason
its reliability and faultless operation are
essential.

The use of Corporate SOLO is simple
for the bank’s customers and does not
require their having a modern hardware.
A PC equipped with an Intel Pentium 166
MHz processor, 32 MB RAM and 1 GB
disc space with Windows 95/98/NT/
2000/XP and database Sybase will
be enough. The system may be installed
on one working station or in a network
version. The application connects with the
bank via a modem or Internet using the
HTTP protocol. The order authorization
is based on the electronic signature
in RSA standard.
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Suntech Sp. z o.o., ul. Puławska 107, 02-595 Warszawa
tel. (+48 22) 507-92-00,  fax (+48 22) 507-92-01
http://www.suntech.com.pl,
e-mail: finanse@suntech.com.pl

BBBBBenefitsenefitsenefitsenefitsenefits
As far as corporate customers are con-

cerned, they are given a product which meets
all their requirements, while the bank has
a product at its disposal which constitutes
an integral element of its information infra-
structure. The system is a flexible solution,
easy to use and develop. It is made ready
to satisfy the changing needs of both the bank
and its customers.

Thanks to the system’s simple installation
and the built-in mechanisms of remote
software update, it is possible to upgrade
the system with no need for costly implemen-
tation visits at the Bank’s customers.

„Firms and institutions are extremely de-
manding customers for a bank. Providing this
market segment with electronic banking servi-
ces of high quality requires the bank to have
an experienced team of IT engineers and
an information system which will be reliable
and secure, easy to use and to develop,” says
Sebastain Życzkowski. “The system we have
implemented fully satisfies these requirements.
All I can say about the cooperation between
the bank’s IT engineers and Suntech’s desi-
gning team is that it is exemplary.

SSSSSummaryummaryummaryummaryummary
The bank has put a particular emphasis

on full integration of the system with
the existing platform of electronic services
which allows to automate and order the data
flow between the system implemented
by Suntech and the bank’s systems, such
as the back office ones. Consequently,
Corporate SOLO is a tool fully built in the
bank’s information structure and the
e-finance platform. The Bank is planning
on using it as a uniform platform for elec-
tronic services in all the countries where
Nordea Group is present. This way the
e-finance platform will become one of the
world’s most modern solutions of this kind.

The solution provided by Suntech backs up
a far-reaching vision of Nordea Bank Poland
that is willing to take the lead in modern
technologies in the banking sector. The high
standard of services it provides will allow
it to join Poland’s leading banks. Suntech
has turned out to be the right partner able
to ensure the application of the strategy
devised, allowing the bank to provide a full
range of services using modern communi-
cations channels.
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